Introduction

31
Computed tomography (CT) is an established method for three-dimensional (3D) nondestructive 32 testing (NDT). Hereby, projection images of a sample are acquired from the different directions around 33 a rotation axis and used to generate a 3D volume numerically. However, CT has limitations for large 34 planar objects. High absorption of X-rays along longitudinal directions and geometric restrictions cause 35 tomosynthesis uses a conventional CT scheme with a limited tilt range, CL uses a special scheme 48 described above. Other algorithms for the tomographic reconstruction of CL data are for example the 49 iterative algebraic reconstruction techniques (ART) [9] , respectively simultaneous ART (SART) [10] .
50
These algorithms lead to artifacts, particularly in datasets with a poor signal-to-noise ratio and when 51 only a limited number of projections is available. We propose a new reconstruction algorithm based on properties. The adapted algorithm helps to suppress artifacts and thus improves reconstruction quality.
54
In either of these techniques, the object is represented by the three dimensional density function 55 f : R 3 → R, f (x) = d x , which assigns a density value d x ∈ R to each point x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) in space.
56
This function is typically discretized using a linear combination of basis functions. Often, a simple 
60
Aiming at higher quality of reconstructions, e.g. through quadratic or higher order of interpolation, the voxel basis has to be replaced by more appropriate basis functions. In this work we use spherically symmetric volume elements b : R 3 → R, b (x) := b 0 ( x 2 ), more specifically, we consider generalized Kaiser-Bessel window functions, also called blobs, introduced in [11] , as a generalization of the Kaiser-Bessel window function, see [12] . Here, b 0 : R → R denotes the radial part of the blob, located at the origin, defined as Blob basis functions were also used in the field of electron tomography. Marabini et al. [16] applied 78 an ART approach with blobs as basis functions to conical tilt geometry electron microscopy data. We adapted the idea to use blobs instead of voxels as basis function for CL. As described above, blob 85 basis functions deliver a higher order of interpolation when working with discrete data. This lead to the 86 hypothesis that incorporating blob basis functions into a state of the art reconstruction algorithm can 87 enhance reconstruction quality and resolution. To validate this hypothesis, we implemented voxel based 
Materials and methods
91
We implemented the well-known SART for CL with both voxels and blobs as basis functions.
92
Our implementation was based on the framework Ettention [19] , which is a software package for 93 tomographic reconstructions in electron tomography running on high-performance computing devices. 
SART algorithm
95
The problem of reconstructing an image from measured CL data can be formulated as the inverse problem of recovering the unknown density function f from measured data g by solving Df = g for a given measurement operator D. Here, we use the basis functions (voxels resp. blobs) to discretize the reconstruction problem leading to a system of linear equations Ax = b, with the matrix A = a ij containing the forward projections of each basis function, b ∈ R N describing the measured data, and x ∈ R M being the coefficients of the basis discretization. In CL, the forward projections a ij are modeled by the cone beam transform, which is basically the integral along straight lines through the basis functions. For SART, all projections are processed successively in a specified order. With P a i being the projection of the X-ray source position a i , the iterative process of the SART [10] is given as
where λ is a relaxation parameter.
96
An important observation is that a large number of tomographic reconstruction problems either have considered. Consequently, way more basis functions are hit and must be identified when using blobs.
133
The corresponding line integrals must be computed and their values summed up, which is done by a 134 slice-stepping approach (Fig. 2 ).
135
The stepping approach consists of three nested loops, one for each primary coordinate axis. The jected blob is determined and all pixels inside the rectangle are enumerated (Fig. 3) . As the 148 projection of a blob onto a pixel is highly dependent on its relative position, the ray source,
149
and the projection plane, the pixels contribute differently to each blob. This makes the blob back Fig. 3 . Geometry of the back projection operation. The parallel projection of a three dimensional blob onto a two dimensional grid is a blob with the same radius as the original blob. However, a perspective projection can cover an area on the image plane much larger than the blob itself and is not symmetric in general.
projection computationally more expensive compared to the back projection using voxel basis 151 functions. 
Evaluation method 153
Projections of a welded aluminum piece with a crack were acquired using the CLARA geometry an extremum is the difference of the two argument values that have half the value of the extremum, i.e.
. Before estimating FWHM, we normalized voxel based, d) lownoise100 blob based, e) highnoise400 voxel based, f) highnoise400 blob based, g) highnoise100 voxel based, and h) highnoise100 blob based.
Results
181
The welding dataset was reconstructed with (i) SART using voxel basis functions and (ii) SART consisted of 100 single projections that were acquired analogously to highnoise400 resulting in the same SNR of 6.12. (small crack) in a region with little contrast change as example for detectability (Fig. 6 ).
207
For big cracks we estimated FWHM and slopes at transitions from crack to background as described 
227
We also examined if a convolution of the voxel based reconstruction with a kernel correspond-
228
ing to the used blob parameters is able to achieve comparable results. Convolving the highnoise100 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of a big crack. a) lownoise400 voxel based, additionally, line profiles for the line analysis are depicted, b) lownoise400 blob based, c) lownoise100 voxel based, d) lownoise100 blob based, e) highnoise400 voxel based, f) highnoise400 blob based, g) highnoise100 voxel based, and h) highnoise100 blob based.
Measuring FWHM and slope was not possible for the small crack in a meaningful manner for most 240 setups. Because of this, we analyzed the line profiles with added mean and standard deviations of 241 one, two, and three (Fig. 7) . As the images were normalized so that the noise has Gaussian distribu- results.
246
For lownoise400, the small crack was visible in both voxelized blob and voxel based reconstruction.
247
The line profile of the voxels had two minima and values near -4 that were signal. The blobs had a blobs reconstruction looked more blurry, but the small crack was clearer separated from the neigh- Fig. 6 . Comparison of a small crack. a) lownoise400 voxel based, additionally, the line for the line profile is depicted, b) lownoise400 blob based, c) lownoise100 voxel based, d) lownoise100 blob based, e) highnoise400 voxel based, f) highnoise400 blob based, g) highnoise100 voxel based, and h) highnoise100 blob based.
borhood as in the voxels reconstruction (Fig. 7b) . The line profile of the voxels had almost no values 252 below two standard deviations, whereas the blobs line profile had several values below, which showed 253 that there is signal.
254
In the highnoise400 dataset the small crack was visible for voxelized blobs, but hardly for vox- 
Parametrizing blob functions
264
The basis functions used in our algorithm are specified by three parameters: the smoothness parameter 265 or order m, the radius a, and the shape parameter ␣. Mathematical arguments suggest that an order of 266 m = 2 should be a good choice, as using this value results in a bell shaped radial profile that decreases 267 smoothly to zero at r = a [12]. The expectation was confirmed experimentally.
268
The radius a and the shape parameter ␣ specify the support and the bandlimit of the basis functions,
269
respectively. Blobs with a larger radius have a lower bandlimit, i.e. result in a more effective suppression 270 of noise but also blur the reconstruction. We found experimentally that for our dataset, a = 3.0 gives 271 optimal results. However, the desired bandlimit depends on the properties of the dataset. Therefore,
272
we expect this finding to be specific to our dataset and an optimal value for a needs to be determined 273 manually for each situation.
274
Once the radius a is known, an optimal value for ␣ can be computed using the formula from [13] . For 275 our dataset, ␣ was derived to be ≈11.3. As expected, using this value resulted in best reconstruction 276 quality. Table 1 FWHM statistics of up to 30 different line profiles of the big crack. For the reconstruction using voxel basis functions, the number of iterations was six for lownoise400, ten for lownoise100, six for highnoise400, and 15 for highnoise100. For the reconstruction using blob basis functions, results are given after one iteration. 
Computational efficiency
278
Reconstructions were performed on an AMD Radeon R9 390 and on an NVidia GeForce GTX which was assessed quantitatively using FWHM, slopes of edge profiles, and SNR.
335
Taking these results it is recommendable to use blobs as basis function for laminography datasets, 336 as they deliver equal or better results than voxels in terms of resolution and sharpness. A higher 337 resolution facilitates the interpretation of reconstructed datasets as it is easier to identify structures 338 when applying blob based reconstructions. Furthermore, this enhancement may make it possible to 339 acquire datasets using less dose that, nevertheless, achieve a comparable resolution to higher dose 340 datasets (i) by using less dose for a single projection, which leads to more noise, or (ii) by reducing 341 the number of projections.
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